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6. In a pioneering experiment of Maker and Terhune (Phys. Rev. 137(3 A), 801 (1965)), a
liquid sample was irradiated with pulsed laser light of elliptical polarization. It was
observed that the principal axes of the polarization ellipse rotate upon propagation
through the sample in the direction determined by the sense of the input circular
polarization. This self-rotation is due to the intensity dependence of the effective refractive
indices for the right- and left-circular polarizations, n± (a χ(3) process). Assuming that the
interaction length is 1 cm, and that the rotation angle is ϕ=1 rad, calculate the magnitude
of ∆n=(n+- n-).

7. a. Using the ABCD matrix formalism, examine for stability a periodic thin lens sequence
in which a focusing lens (focal length f) is followed by a defocusing lens (-f), which is in
turn  followed by a focusing lens (f), etc. The separation between adjacent lenses is d. This
problem is very familiar to particle accelerator physicists: it is a basis for a particle
confinement method called ‘alternating gradient focusing’.
b. Derive the stability condition for a resonator formed by two spherical mirrors (with radii
R1 and R2) facing each other and separated by length L. Express the result in terms of the
so-called resonator g parameters: g1,2=1-L/R1,2.

8. Siegman’s problem 1 for Chapter 17.2 (p. 679): focusing to minimum spot size.
A collimated gaussian beam of fixed spot size w is to be focused to the absolute

minimum possible spot size (not necessarily a beam waist) on a work piece, using a single
lens located a fixed distance L from the work piece.  What should be the exact focal length
f of this lens, and what will be the exact spot size of the focused spot?  What is the waist
size and location of the same focused beam?

9. Siegman’s problem 1 for Chapter 17.5 (p. 694): the ‘donut mode’.
Suppose you can take a series of instantaneous snapshots of the output beam

intensity profile from a laser oscillating in the donut mode, in a situation where there is a
finite frequency difference, or beat frequency, between the TEM10 and the TEM01 modes
(perhaps because some Brewster windows make the laser cavity slightly astigmatic and
slightly different in length for x-varying and y-varying modes).  What will the time
variation of the instantaneous intensity profile look like?  Hint: consider for simplicity only
the region near the z-axis, where the electric field in the modes can be written in a
particularly simple way.


